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DEBEAKING CHICKENS

(

South Dakota poultrymen lost about 66,800 chickens valued at $83,600 to cannibalism and blow-outs
during 1963 according to the State Crop and Livestock
Reporting Service. Much of this loss could have b~en
avoided by controlling cannibalism in the poultry
flock through an adequate debeaking program.
Debeaking is the practice of removing part of a
bird's beak resulting in less cannibalism and feather
picking. Part of the benefit of debeaking is derived
from more time being required to eat the necessary
amount of feed. The hot blade of an electric machine
will cauterize the wound and reduce bleeding at the
time the cut is made.
Debeaking chickens to control cannibalism is a
widely accepted practice in South Dakota.
HOW TO DEBEAK
Catching and Handling the Birds

(

Make every effort to lessen the stress on the birds
while catching and handling for debeaking.
A permanent or temporary partition through the
center of the house is handy at catching time. If there
are nests, feed, and water on both sides of the partition, the birds will have these necessities while waiting to be debeaked. Drive all of the birds to one side
of the partition then drive a few at a time into a set
of catching coops or a small pen. Take them out of
the coop or pen for their turn at the debeaker and
then place them back on the floor to resume their
daily routine. This method only confines the birds
for a short period of time.
Some poultrymen prefer to debeak at night or in a
darkened room. If it is dark enough, the birds will not
move around and can be kept separate with a low partition. A low wattage of blue light is sometimes used
at night as chickens do not see well in blue light.
The Debeaking Process

,t

The beaks of day old chickens are extremely small
and tender so great care must be used while debeaking. A baby chick attachment for the machine is a
good investment. Hold the chick by one hand, with
the beak placed through the hole in the "chick attachment" or over the bar of the machine. Bring the knife
down and take the desired amount of both beaks off
at one time. This is called block debeaking.
Growing birds and laying hens are larger and easier to handle. Hold the bird's head in one hand with
the thumb and forefinger holding the beak open and

the tongue back. Lay the upper beak on the bar or flat
surface below the hot knife of the machine. Bring
down the hot blade and cut off the desired amount of
beak. The knife will cut the beak at an angle toward
the mouth if the head is pointed up rather than being
held in a horizontal position.
Roll the stump of the beak from side to side on
the hot knife to cauterize the wound and stop bleeding and at the same time round the end of the beak.
Remove the end of the lower beak from growing
and laying chickens. This is removed in the same
manner as the upper beak with one exception. Pointing the head down instead of up will cause the blade
to cut the beak with a slant toward the mouth.
Where Is Debeaking Equipment Available?

Machines for debeaking are in common use in
most poultry areas. Most hatcheries and poultry
equipment supply houses have them for sale or can
get them. Hatcheries, veterinarians, and poultry
service establishments will usually rent the equipment or do the work for you for a fee.
If you have a flock of 500 or more birds, it may pay
you to have your own machine. There is always acertain danger of spreading disease when borrowing
equipment and moving it from one flock to another.
The most used machine will cost about $30 to $35
without extra attachments.
Do Birds Need Special Care?

Whether the birds need special care before and after debeaking will depend on the amount of stress in
the flock at the time. The normal recommendation
would be to not debeak birds that are physically upset.
However, it may be necessary to debeak when some
disease problems are at a low level in the flock.
If the birds are healthy and on an adequate ration,
there should be no reason for special feed or care before or after debeaking.
Keep the feed and water deep enough in the
troughs so the birds can easily get what they need.
Methods Used in South Dakota

In an effort to summarize the methods being used
in the field, a questionnaire was circulated to 52 hatcheries and 2 chick store servicemen in the state. The
questionnaire was sent out late in June 1964. Twentynine usable questionnaires were returned.
In summary, the returns point out that debeaking
is widely accepted as a control for cannibalism in
chickens.

Over ¾ of the group reported they felt debeaking
was important or extremely important.
Debeaking at day old and at housing time were the
two most preferred times to debeak.
The most preferred methods of debeaking for
three age groups were as follows:
Baby Chicks

The Lyon Electric De beaker was the most often
used for all three ages of birds. Debeaking the birds
during the day and using catching coops was the most
common way of handling the birds.
The most common rate for custom work was le
for day old chicks, 2 and 3c for growing chickens, and
3c for mature chickens.
(
About half of the reports listed that they recommended a special feed before debeaking with Vitamin
K and antibiotics being listed the most times.
Almost ½ of the group felt a special feed was needed after debeaking; an antibiotic was listed most often.

½ of the upper beak
½ of the lower beak

Rolling the beak from side to side against the hot
blade to round the end was suggested as a help in doing a more efficient job.

and

Cut straight up and down (block debeaking)
Growing Chickens

The reports were sorted by the number of birds debeaked in 1963 in the different age groups. Listed below are the number of reports and total volume falling in the various age groups.
24 reported a total of 957,400 birds debeaked at less
than 1 week of age. 23 reported a total of 476,500 birds
debeaked at 1-18 weeks of age. 25 reported a total of
586,800 birds debeaked at over 18 weeks of age.

DEBEAKING TURKEYS

½ to ¾ of the upper beak
¼ of the lower beak

and

Cut on angle ( see diagram)
Mature Chickens

¾ of the upper beak
¼ of the lower beak
Cut on angle ( see diagram)

and

Debeaking is the practice of taking off part of the
beak to control cannibalism and feather pulling in
turkeys. Returns from a survey sent out in June of
1964 indicate debeaking is commonly used by the
turkey growers.
A questionnaire was sent to 2 hatcheries, 1 feed
company and 7 turkey growers to try to determine the
methods of debeaking turkeys in use and the most
popular time to do the debeaking. Workable questionnaires were returned by 1 hatchery, the feed company,
and 5 of the producers.
In summary, the questionnaires would indicate
that the young poults are being debeaked between 1·
and 3 weeks of age by removing about ½ to ¾ of the
upper beak. Growing turkeys are being debeaked by
removing ½ to ¾ of the upper beak. Mature birds are
losing ½ or slight! y more of the upper beak in the debeaking process.
The group surveyed were asked to estimate the
number of turkeys their organization debeaked last
year in the following age groups: less than 1 week of
age, 1-18 weeks of age, over 18 weeks of age.
Two reported 118,000 debeaked at less than one (
week of age. Five reported a total of 418,000 debeaked
between 1 and 18 weeks of age. One reported 2,000
birds debeaked at over 18 weeks of age.
The pictures show about where the beaks are cut
on the various sized birds.
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Baby Poults

Growing Turkeys

(

(

Mature Turkeys
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